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Abstract
Objective: This review aimed to synthesise the literature describing interventions to improve
resilience among physicians, to evaluate the quality of this research, and to outline the type,
and efficacy, of interventions implemented.
Data sources: Searches were conducted in April 2017 using five electronic databases.
Reference lists of included studies and existing review papers were screened.
Study selection: English language, peer-reviewed studies evaluating interventions to
improve physician resilience were included.
Data extraction: Data were extracted on setting, design, participant and intervention
characteristics, and outcomes. Methodological quality was assessed using the Downs and
Black Checklist.
Data Synthesis: Twenty-two studies were included. Methodological quality was low to
moderate. The most frequently employed interventional strategies were psycho-social skills
training and mindfulness training. Effect sizes were heterogeneous.
Conclusions: Methodologically rigorous research is required to establish best practice in
improving resilience among physicians, and to better consider how healthcare settings should
be considered within interventions.
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INTRODUCTION
Psychological resilience, and the use of resilience strategies, has been suggested to be
the difference between doctors who experience burnout and doctors who thrive in the clinical
environment(1). Physicians experiencing burnout are at an increased risk of suicidal ideation,
clinical depression, substance abuse and misuse and poor quality of life(2-4). Physician
burnout also has implications for patient safety and quality of care; Burned out physicians
have a higher incidence of medical error, exhibit poorer professional conduct and produce
worse patient outcomes(5-8). The concept of psychological resilience, which has emerged
from developmental psychology(9-12), can be defined as “the role of mental processes and
behaviour in promoting personal assets and protecting an individual from the potential
negative effect of stressors”(p. 16)(13). Given the negative impacts of burnout(14), research
interest in physician resilience has grown(1,15).
Resilience has traditionally been viewed as an intrinsic and/or innate quality rather
than an attribute that can be developed or learned(16,17). However, newly emerging theories
of resilience have suggested that resilience is not static and may experience both amelioration
and degeneration(13,18,19). These theories suggest that resilience is a product of adversity
and its levels are determined by an array of internal (e.g., presence or absence of psychiatric
symptoms) and external factors (e.g., cultural and social factors), which may vary
contextually and transiently(12,13).
The preventative role of resilience in helping individuals to cope with adversity, and
protecting an individual from experiencing burnout, has been demonstrated in the nursing
literature(20). This data, combined with the knowledge of the negative impact of burnout
upon both physicians and their patients(14), has resulted in increased research interest in
physician resilience. This has included the development and evaluation of interventions
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aiming to increase physician resilience and to reduce physician susceptibility to occupational
stress and burnout(15,21). While previous reviews have evaluated educational interventions
targeting resilience among healthcare profession populations(15,21), no review to date has
evaluated interventions to improve physician resilience exclusively. The current review
aimed to synthesise the literature describing interventions to improve resilience among
physicians, to evaluate the quality of the extant research, and to outline the type, and efficacy,
of interventions implemented.
METHODS
This review paper is reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis Protocol Guidelines (PRISMA) guidelines(22).
Search strategy
Systematic searches were conducted in April 2017 within five electronic databases:
MedLine, PsycINFO, CINAHL, Web of Science, and Psychology and Behavioural Sciences.
Our search protocol (see Online Supplementary Material 1 for a sample search strategy from
MedLine) was comprised of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) search terms including
‘health personnel’ and ‘resilience psychological’ and keywords including ‘resilienc*’ and
‘hardiness’. The search strategy was adapted as necessary for databases other than MedLine.
During the online searches, titles and abstracts were screened in order to determine each
study’s suitability for inclusion. Where a study appeared eligible for inclusion at this point, its
full text was reviewed and a decision regarding inclusion was made.
In addition, the reference lists of all studies identified for inclusion were manually
screened in order to identify other articles that were potentially suitable for inclusion. Further,
the reference list of other recent reviews(15,21) focusing on resilience among healthcare
professionals were also examined.
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Study selection
Inclusion criteria:
In order to be eligible for inclusion in the current review, studies had to: a) be written
in the English language; b) be published in a peer-reviewed journal, and; c) describe original
research focused on the development and/or evaluation of any intervention intended to
promote resilience among physicians. Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed method research
studies were eligible for inclusion.
Exclusion criteria:
Studies were excluded if they did not report the participation of physicians, or if the
intervention described was delivered to individuals from multiple health professions and it
was not possible to extract data concerning physician outcomes specifically. Studies that
were focused on developing organisational or system resilience were also excluded. Other
studies were excluded due to a focus on developing resilience in emergency situations or in
order to mitigate trauma-induced stress, or the consideration and/or measurement of
resilience in the absence of intervention.
Data extraction
Data extraction was conducted independently by two of the authors. A structured tool
was used to extract the following data from each study: year of publication, country in which
the study had been conducted, participant characteristics (i.e., medical speciality),
intervention characteristics (i.e., theoretical background, healthcare setting, duration and/or
frequency of sessions, intervention agent, and cost), experimental design, measurement of
intervention outcomes, intervention outcome data, maintenance of intervention effects, and
methodological quality. In cases of disagreement between reviewers, consensus was reached
through discussion.
6

Methodological quality
The 27-item Downs and Black(23) checklist was used to assess the methodological
quality of the included studies. The checklist is suitable for use with both randomised and
non-randomised studies of health care interventions and considers a study’s reporting,
internal validity (bias and confounding), external validity, and power. Four items were
removed as they were not considered relevant to the type of studies in this systematic review
(i.e., blinding of participants to the intervention, reporting of adverse events, the
representativeness of individuals asked to participate, and compliance with the intervention).
One additional change was made: power was scored as either sufficient power (1), or
insufficient power (0), with the requisite number of participants calculated on the basis of an
effect size 0.4, alpha of .05, and the use of a two-tailed test. Total overall scores for the
checklist could range from 0-24. For the purposes of this review, quality scores of between
20 and 24 were considered to be excellent, scores of between 16 and 19 were categorised as
good, scores of between 14 and 18 were considered fair, and scores below 14 were
considered to indicate poor quality. The quality assessment for each study was conducted
independently by two reviewers. Any disagreements were resolved through discussion until
consensus was reached.
Quantification of intervention outcomes
Effect sizes were calculated in order to examine the impact of the interventions on the
outcome measures (e.g., changes in perceived stress from pre-intervention to postintervention; changes in perceived resilience from pre-intervention to post-intervention).
Effect sizes were calculated for outcomes that were measured within five or more studies.
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RESULTS
Approximately 4,000 articles were screened, of which 22 studies were determined to
meet the inclusion criteria (see Figure 1 for PRISMA diagram).
Figure 1. PRISMA Flow chart of studies screened, excluded (with reasons) and included in the
review.
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Included studies were published between 2000 and 2016, with almost three-quarters
(72.7%) published since 2014. While all included studies were interventional in nature, there
were differences in experimental design: 17 studies used a quantitative design(24-40), four
studies used mixed method designs(41-44) and one study used a qualitative design(45). Table
1 provides an overview of the characteristics of the included studies including study location,
physician speciality or setting, methodological and study design and intervention time (for a
detailed summary of each individual study, see: Online Supplementary Material 2). Each
included study explicitly stated an aim of improving physician resilience.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the 22 included studies which detailed interventions to improve
resilience among physicians.
Characteristics
Study Location:
USA
Germany
Israel
Participants:
Physicians and healthcare professionals
and/or medical students
Physicians only
Physician specialty/setting:
Unspecified
Multiple medical specialties
Palliative care
Primary care
Gynaecology
ICU
Paediatric oncology
Paediatrics
Psychiatry
Radiology
Surgery
Methodological Design:
Quantitative
-Pretest-posttest design
-Randomised controlled trial
Mixed methods
Qualitative
Intervention:
Psycho-social skills training intervention
Mindfulness based intervention
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction type
intervention
Self-directed Stress Management and
Resiliency Training intervention
Relaxation Response Resiliency Program for
palliative care clinicians intervention
Aware Compassionate Communication: An
Experiential Provider Training Series
intervention
Coaching training intervention
Narrative training intervention
Resilience in Stressful Events intervention
Simulation training intervention

No. of studies (%)
18 (81.8%)
3 (13.6%)
1 (4.5%)
13 (59.1%)
9 (40.9%)
9 (40.9%)
2 (9.1%)
2 (9.1%)
2 (9.1%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
17 (77.3%)
11 (64.7%)
6 (35.3%)
4 (18.2%)
1 (4.5%)
5 (22.7%)
5 (22.7%)
3 (13.6%)
3 (13.6%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
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Participants
Within the included studies, less than half (41%, n=9) delivered interventions
exclusively to physicians with most delivering interventions to physicians in tandem with
other healthcare professionals and/or health profession students. A summary of the speciality
of the participants (where stated) is provided in Table 1. Only one study reported the specific
recruitment and inclusion of clinically depressed healthcare professionals(31). No other study
specified mental or physical health status as a criterion for participation.
Interventions
A summary of included interventions to foster resilience in physicians is presented in
Table 2. Psycho-social skills and mindfulness-based interventions were the most common
interventions reported by authors, all of which were delivered in group settings, with the
exception of three interventions which were delivered individually(38,45,46).
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Table 2. Summary of findings for interventions to foster resilience in physicians.
Intervention type
No. of studies (%)
Author description
5 (22.7%)(24-26, 35, 37)
Psychosocial skills training intervention
Psychosocial skill training combined with cognitive-behavioural and solution- focused counselling; Coping
skills training; Psychosocial skill training combined with cognitive-behavioural and solution- focused
counselling; Coping skills training; Stress management/adaptive coping training.
5 (22.7%)(27, 30, 31, 41,
Mindfulness-based intervention
Wellness curriculum emphasising competencies around leadership, focused on teaching skills to cultivate
mindfulness and self-compassion; Mindfulness-based resilience intervention to cultivate mindful awareness
44)
and resilience; Mindfulness-based resilience self-care training; Mind-body medicine skills and interactive
reflective writing program; Mindfulness and mindful-movement programme.
MBSR type intervention
3 (13.6%)(29, 33, 46)
Abbreviated versions of the MBSR programme (47).
SMART intervention

3 (13.6%)(38-40)

3RP-PCC intervention

1 (4.5%)(34)

ACCEPTS intervention

1 (4.5%)(28)

Coaching training intervention

1 (4.5%)(45)

ACCEPTS programme informed by Mindfulness-Based Interventions and principles of Psychological
Flexibility Theory.
Physician wellbeing coaching.

Narrative training intervention

1 (4.5%)(42)

Narrative medical training.

RISE intervention

1 (4.5%)(43)

Peer-led psychological first aid (PFA) and emotional support.

Simulation training intervention

1 (4.5%)(36)

Obstetrical and gynaecologic boot camp simulation training.

A Stress Management and Resilience Training (SMART) the SMART program, adapted from Attention and
Interpretation Therapy, with brief structured relaxation intervention (paced breathing meditation).
A 3RP-PCC programme adapted from the MGH Benson-Henry Institute for Mind-Body Medicine
manualised 3RP programme (48), based on the principles of cognitive behavioural therapy and positive
psychology.

Note: MBSR – Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction, 3RP-PCC - Relaxation Response Resiliency Program for palliative care clinicians, SMART - Self-directed Stress Management
and Resiliency Training, ACCEPTS - Aware Compassionate Communication: An Experiential Provider Training Series, RISE - Resilience in Stressful Events.
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Measurement of outcomes
All studies were focused on self-report data collected via questionnaire or
interview/focus group. A total of 13 included studies (59.1%) used 10 standardised
measurement tools that were intended to measure resilience (see Table 3). Only one study
employed an unstandardised Likert-style questionnaire developed by the authors that was
intended to measure resilience(36). Two studies used qualitative interviews(45) and focus
groups(42) to assess the impact of the resilience intervention. The remaining six studies did
not use explicit measures of resilience, instead, assessing variables and constructs
hypothesised to be related to resilience or vulnerability to mental illhealth(27,28,30,31,41,43,44) such as perceived stress, anxiety, and burnout. For further
information on the outcomes achieved within individual studies see Supplementary Online
Material 2.
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Table 3. Overview of standardised scales employed within studies to measure resilience
Tool

Use

N of items

Author reported purpose

Brief Resilient Coping Scale (BRCS).

Used in three studies(24-26)

4

Measure of adaptive stress coping

Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale.

Used in three studies(38-40)

25

Measure of psychological resilience

Cognitive Hardiness Scale.

Used in one study(37)

30

Measure of psychological hardiness

Connor-Davidson Resiliency Scale - 10-items version
(CD-RISC).

Used in one study(33)

10

Measure of psychological resilience

General Self-Efficacy Scale.

Used in one study(34)

10

Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI).

Used in one study(42)

28

Measure of optimistic self-beliefs to cope life
demands
Measure of empathy

Personal and Organisational Quality Assessment‐
Revised.

Used in one study(35)

80

Smith’s Brief Resilience Scale (BRS).

Used in one study(46)

6

Measure of physical stress symptoms,
psychological health, resilience, emotional
competencies, organisational climate and work
performance
Measure of psychological resilience

The 14-item Resilience Scale (RS-14).

Used in one study(29)

14

Measure of psychological resilience

Ways of Coping Scale.

Used in one study(37)

123

Measure of coping style
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Intervention costs
Costs were not reported or considered in 82% (n= 18) of included studies. Two
studies did not specify intervention costs but deemed the interventions to be ‘cost effective’
(24,25). Only one study discussed intervention costs per participant ($475)(29), while another
discussed the return on investments in terms of ‘employee cost reductions’ and estimated a
per-employee cost reduction of $1846 due to presenteeism(31). For further information, see
Supplementary Online Material 2.
Intervention maintenance effects
The maintenance of intervention effects following intervention cessation was not
considered in 64% (n=14) of studies. The remaining 36% (n=8) of studies reported that
intervention effects were maintained for variables and constructs relevant to resilience and
burnout prevention for an average of 8 months (SD=9.2; range 2-30)(24-26,29,31,34,37,46).
For further information, please see: Supplementary Online Material 2.
Intervention effect sizes
It was possible to calculate effect sizes for the interventions delivered in 15 of the 22
(68.2%) included studies. Effect sizes were calculated using Cohen’s d. Table 4 presents
effect size calculations for psychological factors relevant to resilience which were explored
by five or more of the included studies (for all effect size calculations, see: Online
Supplementary Material 3).
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Table 4. Magnitude of changes (Cohen’s d) from pre- to post-intervention across the various types of outcomes measured.

Category and Measurement Tools

n

Effect size (% of studies)
Small

Medium

Large

UTD*

1 (16.7%)

3 (50%)

1 (16.7%)

1 (16.7%)

1 (16.7%)

1 (16.7%)

2 (33.3%)

Burnout/Fatigue


Maslach's Burnout Inventory:

6

Emotional Exhaustion
Depersonalisation

1 (16.7%)

Personal accomplishment

2 (33.3%)
3





5 (83.3%)

1 (33.3%)

2 (66.7%)

Oldenburg Burnout Inventory
Personal and Organisational Quality Assessment‐Revised
Visual Analog Scale-Fatigue (VAS-Fatigue)

Depression/Anxiety/Stress
Depression Anxiety Stress Scale, 21-question version (DASS-21)
Anxiety



2
6

2 (100%)
1 (16.7%)

3 (50%)

2 (33.3%)

Smith Anxiety Scale
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)

18
7 (38.8%) 3 (16.7%) 3 (16.7%)
5 (27.8%)
The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)
Perceived Stress Questionnaire (PSQ)
CESD-1042 Scale and the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ9)

Stressor Scale for Paediatric Oncology Nurses (SSPON)

The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule

Stress Assessment Inventory

The Beck Depression Inventory

The PTSD Symptom Checklist

Ruminative Responses Scale
13
3 (23.1%) 2 (15.4%) 2 (15.4%)
6 (46.1%)
Resilience/Adaptive Coping/Coping Style

The 14-item Resilience Scale (RS-14)

Smith’s Brief Resilience Scale

10-items version of the Connor-Davidson Resiliency Scale
(CD-RISC)

Brief Resilient Coping Scale (BRCS)

Perspective taking subscale of the Interpersonal Reactivity
Index (IRI)

General Self-Efficacy Scale

Cognitive Hardiness Scale

Ways of Coping Scale

Connor-Davidson Resiliency Scale (CD-RISC)
5
5 (100%)
Compassion

The Santa Clara Brief Compassion Scale (SCBC)

Neff’s self-compassion scale

Professional quality of life

Self-compassion scale
5
3 (60%)
2 (40%)
Workplace Productivity/Work Engagement/Job Satisfaction

Copenhagen Psychosocial Questionnaire (COPSOQ)

Workplace Productivity and Impairment General Health 49

Questionnaire (WPAI: GH)

Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES)
5
3 (60%)
1 (20%)
1 (20%)
Satisfaction with Life/Quality of Life/Life Context

Linear Analog Self-Assessment Scale

Professional Quality of Life measure

Brief Satisfaction with Life Scale
* Note. UTD= Unable to determine, sufficient data was not provided in order to determine the effect size of the intervention; Cohen d: 0.2 small effect size; 0.5 - medium effect size; 0.8 – large effect size.
Stress
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Methodological quality
Out of a potential score of 24 on the quality assessment measure(23), the mean score
among the included studies was 11.6 out of 24 (SD=3.2; range 6-17). For the purposes of this
review, quality scores of between 20 and 24 were considered to be excellent, scores of
between 16 and 19 were categorised as good, scores of between 14 and 18 were considered
fair, and scores below 14 were considered to indicate poor quality. Adjustment of the tool is
commonplace in the literature(49-51). Studies typically scored highly on items relating to the
reporting of hypotheses, aims, objectives and outcomes, and appropriateness of statistical
tests used. Studies typically scored poorly on items pertaining to intervention description,
blinding of assessors and power. Quality assessment outcomes for individual studies are
provided in Online Supplementary Material 2.
DISCUSSION
Psychological resilience, and the use of resilience strategies, has been suggested to be
the difference between doctors who experience burnout and doctors who thrive in the clinical
environment(1). Given the negative impact of burnout upon both the physician and
patient(14), there is a growing research interest in promoting psychological resilience among
physicians(1, 15). The current review aimed to synthesise the literature describing
interventions to improve resilience among physicians, to evaluate the quality of the extant
research, and to outline the type, and efficacy, of interventions implemented. The timeliness
of this review is evident, with over two-thirds of the included studies published in the past
three years. However, difficulties determining the true efficacy of interventions implemented
were noted due to the low methodological rigour of the included studies and a lack of clarity
surrounding the concept and definition of psychological resilience which impacts negatively
on its measurement within the included research studies.
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Our review highlights a lack of consensus concerning the conceptual understanding of
resilience. This is apparent from the variability in outcome measures employed across the
included studies and the diversity of the types of interventions implemented. Issues pertaining
to the content, construct and criterion validity of measures of resilience(52,53), and
difficulties with operationalising psychological resilience have been identified in other
studies(13,52,54). A critical review of resilience theory(54,55) notes that the theoretical
issues raised are reminiscent of concerns previously raised about many other psychological
constructs such as wellness or empowerment(56). The review notes that “clarification…in
this area must proceed firstly by conceptual unification” (p. 479). This concern is echoed
elsewhere(57). Future research focused on improving the conceptualisation and
operationalisation of psychological resilience would yield an improved quality of research
focused on psychological resilience among physicians, and allow stakeholders to best
proceed with initiatives to measure and improve resilience and wellbeing among physicians.
Similarly, research pertaining to the development of specialised measures of resilience for
use with physicians may also be necessary, and could facilitate the measurement of
intervention outcomes. This is not a unique suggestion; other scholars have emphasised that
specialised measures of resilience are required for specific populations, making the case for
the development, evaluation and utilisation of a physician-specific measure of
resilience(13,52,58). Given the unique environment and responsibilities of physicians, which
create a high risk of burnout(14), a physician-specific measure of resilience may yield more
valid and reliable data.
A key finding of this review was the low methodological rigour of the included
studies; 72.7% of studies were deemed ‘poor’, 9.1% ‘fair’, 18.2% ‘good’, and no study
achieved a score indicative of ‘excellent’ methodological rigour. Frequent methodological
shortcomings included the frequent use of weak experimental designs (e.g., pre-test post-test
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designs), small sample sizes that resulted in studies being insufficiently powered to detect
intervention effects, and the insufficient description of the interventions implemented. This
lack of procedural detail precludes replication, or the repetition of experimental
procedures(59). This issue is commonplace within research describing behavioural and public
health interventions(60-62), and within resilience interventions in general populations(63).
However, without comprehensive description and explication, interventions cannot be
reliably implemented(62). Researchers have developed guidelines for improved reporting of
intervention description and replication(62). It is imperative that future research describes
interventional procedures in sufficient detail that they may be replicated and the
reproducibility of outcomes can be determined. To advance our knowledge of resilience, and
means of improving it within physician populations, future research studies that are wellplanned and methodological rigorous are required(15,63).
A key aim of this review was to examine the efficacy of interventions implemented to
improve physician resilience. This endeavour was complicated by the myriad of different
outcome measures utilised within the included studies, as described above, which precluded
the conduct of a meta-analysis. This challenge has been previously noted in the psychological
resilience literature(57). However, within and across studies in which it was possible to
compute effect sizes (68.2% of included studies), treatment effects were inconsistent. A
previous review of resilience interventions in the general population has similar challenges,
and subsequently removed studies at a high risk of bias from the meta-analysis(63). The
review reported low to moderate effect sizes for interventions, with poor confidence. Future
research on interventions to improve physician resilience that makes consistent use of
specific outcome measures and supplies the information necessary to compute measures of
intervention effect size would therefore be of much use in elucidating intervention outcomes.
Such research will also allow for a meta-analysis of intervention research which may identify
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specific participant, organisation, or intervention characteristics that are predictive of
treatment failure or success, or predictive of the persistence of intervention effects postintervention cessation(64,65).
Strengths and limitations
This review paper had a number of demonstrable strengths. These strengths include
the adherence to the PRISMA reporting guidelines(22), the broad and comprehensive nature
of the search strategy, the assessment of methodological quality using a well-regarded(66,67)
quality assessment tool(23), the completion of data extraction and quality appraisal by two
Masters level psychologists independently, and the quantification of treatment outcomes
through the computation of effect sizes.
However, it is important that a number of limitations to the review’s methodology are
acknowledged. First, only those studies in which the authors explicitly stated that the aim was
to increase physician resilience were included in this review. For example, interventions
aiming to promote physician well-being or decrease burnout without discussing resilience
were excluded, although many of the included studies did include measurement of such
constructs. The reliance on study authors’ description of research aims increased objectivity
around inclusion/exclusion and meant that the review authors were not making inferences
concerning study aims or the suitability of studies for inclusion. However, future research
could conduct a more expansive review of all literature, encompassing all intervention
research focused on improving physician wellbeing. Second, searches of the grey literature
were not carried out. This may be considered a weakness of the review as it is known that
interventions with positive results are more likely to be published so the review may offer an
over-estimation of the efficacy of resilience interventions for physicians(68,69). However,
there are issues with including grey literature searches within a systematic review such as
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compromised methodological reproducibility, and difficulties in interpreting these
publications due to the low methodological quality, and poor reporting(70-72). Third, the
exclusion of other health professions reduces the generalisability of the review. However, the
unique working conditions and responsibilities of physicians (73,74) suggests that they
should be considered separately from other healthcare professionals. Finally, limiting the
search to the English language may have resulted in the exclusion of some pertinent studies
published in other languages(75-77).
Future research
Our findings suggest a number of avenues for researchers around improving the
rigour, and guiding the focus of future research studies examining interventions to improve
psychological resilience among physicians.
The relatively infrequent (36% of included studies) assessment of the maintenance of
intervention effects within the included studies negatively impacts on our understanding of
intervention outcomes. Initial data are promising and suggest that reductions in burnout, and
stress symptoms, and increases in resilience may persist over time. Previous reviews
pertaining to psychological resilience have not typically reported the exploration of long-term
maintenance of intervention effects (≥6 months)(15,21,63). However, notably, one review of
burnout prevention interventions previously reported long-lasting positive effects (≥12
months) in interventions which incorporate both a person and organisational-directed
approach(78). Future research on physician resilience must therefore consider and report the
maintenance of intervention effects, which will further our understanding of the true efficacy
of such interventions.
There is also a need for the greater consideration of theories of psychological
resilience within the development and evaluation of interventions to promote psychological
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resilience in future research. Consideration of theory during intervention development can
guide outcome measurement, may result in stronger intervention effects, can facilitate the
determination of why an intervention is or is not effective, and makes comparison across
studies more feasible or appropriate(66). The use of theory coding schemes(79) within future
research would ensure full and reliable reporting of the theoretical foundation of
interventions, in addition to guiding intervention content and the evaluation tools used to
measure the effectiveness of the interventions.
It is essential that reporting within studies is comprehensive and allows for the
determination of positive or null or potentially adverse effects. Selective reporting was noted
within a number of the included studies (37,41), whereby findings were not reported across
all of the described outcome measures post-test. Such biases in reporting are a substantive
problem(80,81) and raise concerns about possibly unreported undesirable research findings
and potential harm caused by interventions (82,83). Researchers should be vigilant regarding
the potential of unintentionally harmful interventions and report all research findings to best
inform future research(84). Registration of trial protocols for studies targeting the
improvement of physician resilience would increase transparency and may also help ensure
appropriate subsequent conduct in analysis and reporting(81).
All included studies were focused exclusively on self-report outcome measures, such
as perceived stress, burnout, anxiety and depression. The sole reliance on participant selfreport within the existing literature is limiting. The weaknesses of self-report data are well
established(85-87), and include social desirability and acquiescence response biases (87,88).
Future research should supplement self-report data with physiological measures of stress and
health (e.g., cortisol, alpha amylase)(89) in order to further our knowledge of resilience,
wellbeing and health in this population(90). The comparison of self-report and objective
physiological data can result in differences or discrepancies between subjective and objective
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measures(91-93), and thus may further our knowledge of psychological resilience and
wellbeing among physicians or may contribute to the validation the existing literature(94).
Thus, research exploring the effects of resilience interventions on physicians’ physiological
functioning, such as stress as measured by cortisol or immune functioning as measured
through salivary cytokines, would be of much interest.
Despite the diversity in the nature of interventions implemented to improve
psychological resilience across the included studies, all were focused on building resilience at
an individual level, with the exception of one peer-led first aid programme which made
secondary resources (i.e., a telephone support system) available to participants(43). As such,
the interventions implemented uniformly fail to consider or address the impact of the work
environment on the individual, in spite of previous research suggesting that burnout is an
almost certain outcome of the organisational systems in place across many medical education
and healthcare settings(95,96). Interventions which fail to address the organisational and
social contexts of healthcare therefore inappropriately place the burden of wellness and/or
burnout on the individual(95,97,98). It is recommended that future research considers how to
foster or ameliorate resilience using a more holistic, system-wide model that targets both the
individual and the characteristics of the healthcare setting that may have contributed to
reduced wellbeing or health. Such interventions could incorporate primary prevention
strategies at the organisational level (i.e., changing the work environment), secondary
prevention techniques (i.e., teaching personnel how to be resilient), and tertiary prevention
(i.e., treating those individuals who have become burned out)(57,99,100).
CONCLUSION
The high prevalence, and negative impact, of burnout within the medical profession,
has prompted research interest in psychological resilience and how to foster it among
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physicians. This review indicates that this research area is in its infancy and currently suffers
from the lack of consideration or use of pertinent theory, a lack of consistency in outcome
measurement, and substantive methodological weaknesses. In the absence of theoretically
valid, evidence-based interventions, it is not possible to provide best practice guidance on
how to improve resilience among physicians. There is a need for methodologically rigorous
future research to consider the place of psychological resilience within the context of
challenging healthcare contexts, rather than the current focus on seeking a ‘fix’ for the
individual without consideration of the system’s impact.
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Supplementary material 1. Summary of Medline OVID Search Strategy
1: exp Personnel, Hospital/
2: exp Health Persnnel/
3: exp Medical Staff/
4: exp Patient Care Team/
5: exp Resilience, Psychological/
6: Hardiness.ti,ab.
7: 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5
8: 5 or 6
9: 7 and 8
10: limit 9 to (english language and humans and not (addresses or autobiography or
bibliography or biography or case reports or clinical conference or comment or
congresses or consensus development conference or consensus development conference,
NIH or dataset or dictionary or directory or duplicate publication or editorial or english
abstract or festschrift or government publication or interactive tutorial or interview or
lectures or legal cases or legislation or letter or news or newspaper article or overall or
patient education handout or periodical index or personal narratives or portraits or
published erratum or research support or retracted publication or retraction of publication
or technical report or twin study or video-audio media or webcasts)).
Note: Exp= explode, ti=title, ab=abstract.
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Supplementary material 2. Summary of Included Study Characteristics and Findings
Authors

Country

Design

Measures

Participants

Intervention

Duration

Agent

Cost

Outcomes

Maintenance

Quality
Assessment

Edrees et
al.
2016.(43)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Need for Support:
Organisational Staff
Assessment Survey.
Nature and event
of a RISE call:
Peer Responder
Encounter Form.
Evaluation of
Interaction with
caller:
Peer Responder
Assessment Form.

Paediatric hospital
staff including
attending physicians
n = 144.

A RISE (Resilience In
Stressful Events)
programme. Peer-led
psychological first aid
(PFA) and emotional
support.

8-one hour training
sessions.

Peer-led.

Not reported.

Intervention was
well received and
contributed towards
a culture of active
listening, help
seeking behaviour
and support for
second victims,
while not causing
distress to peer
responders.

Not reported.

6.

Primary care
clinicians.
n = 30.

Abbreviated version of
the 8-week MBSR
program.

18 hours. (14 hours
over a weekend).

Mindfulness
instructors
who have
completed
professional
training for
Mindfulness
and other
advanced
teacher
training.

Cost to
participants:
$475 at time of
study with
scholarships or
partial rebates
available from
some insurers.

Burnout (Emotional
Exhaustion,
Depersonalisation,
Personal
Accomplishment):
Significant change.

Significant
reductions in
burnout,
depression,
anxiety,
stress, and
perceived
stress were
observed nine
months post
intervention.
There no
significant
changes in
participants’
scores on the
measure of

16.

Perceptions,
confidence levels
and intervention
training: Focus
groups.
Fortney
et al.,
2013.(29)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Burnout: Maslach
Burnout Inventory
(MBI).
Depression,
Anxiety, Stress:
The Depression
Anxiety Stress
Scales-21 (DASS21).
Stress: The
Perceived Stress
Scale (PSS).
Resilience: The 14item Resilience
Scale (RS-14).

Follow up sessions:
two 2-hour evening
sessions.
Length of
encouraged
mindfulness
practice: 10-20
minutes daily.

Depression:
Significant change.
Anxiety: Significant
change.
Stress: Significant
change.
Perceived stress:
Significant change.
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Compassion: The
Santa Clara Brief
Compassion Scale
(SCBC).
Gerhart
et al.
2016.(28)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Potential
mechanisms of
change: The
Acceptance and
Action
Questionnaire
Version II, and the
Cognitive Fusion
Questionnaire.

Resilience: No
significant change.

resilience and
compassion.

Compassion: No
significant change.
Palliative care
professionals
including:
physicians. n = 21.

Aware Compassionate
Communication: An
Experiential Provider
Training Series
(ACCEPTS) for
Palliative Care
Providers.

10 sessions: Two
half-day (4 h)
weekend training
sessions.

Mindfulness-based
resilience activities
which introduced
mindful-awareness
and included practical
exercises designed to
nurture resilience.
(Developed by a
clinical psychologist).

Two or three 1-hour
group sessions.
Delivered during
protected resident
time.

Eight week day
(1.5–2 h) sessions.

A
psychologist
and a
palliative care
physician,
with support
from five
meditation
instructors.

Not reported.

Significant
reductions were
observed in
cognitive fusion,
depressive
symptoms,
depersonalisation,
and PTSD reexperiencing.

Not reported.

12.

Clinical
psychologist,
expertise in
mindfulnessbased
techniques.

Not reported.

Depression,
Anxiety, Stress: No
significant shortterm change. There
was a trend in the
data for females and
junior doctors to
have a reduction in
DASS-21 scores
post intervention.
There was also a
trend of reduced
stress and burnout in
doctors who had
perceived higher
stress scores.

Not reported.

12.

Distress: The Beck
Depression
Inventory, Maslach
Burnout Inventory,
and the PTSD
Symptom Checklist.

Goldhage
n et al.,
2015.(30)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Practice:
Mindfulness
Practice Log.
Depression,
Anxiety, Stress:
Depression Anxiety
Stress Scale, 21question version
(DASS-21).
Burnout:
Oldenburg Burnout
Inventory.
Mindful attention:
Mindful Attention
Awareness Scale.
Cognition: Ten
questions from the
Cognitive Failures
Questionnaire.

Resident physicians
(Family Medicine,
Psychiatry, and
Anaesthesia
departments).
n = 47.

Burnout: No
significant shortterm change.
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* Significant change
in subscale:
disengagement.
Mindful attention:
No significant shortterm change.

Johnson
et al.,
2015.(31)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Depression: CESD1042 scale and the
Patient Health
Questionnaire
(PHQ-9).

Clinically depressed
healthcare
professionals, age
18–65 years. n = 40.

Stress: the
Perceived Stress
Scale-4 (PSS-4).

Resilience training, a
mindfulness-based
program with three
components: elements
of mindfulness
meditation, nutrition
and exercise.

State and trait
anxiety: State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory
(STAI)
Workplace
productivity: the
Work- place
Productivity and
Impairment General
Health (WPAI: GH)
49 questionnaire.

2015.(46)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Perceived stress:
Cohen’s 10-item
Perceived Stress
Scale 34.

Individualised
guidance from a
psychiatrist, an
exercise
physiologist, and a
clinical nutritionist
were provided to all
participants at or
near the beginning
of the program.
Individual sessions
are each one-hour
long.

A psychiatrist
or a master's
trained
facilitator
(licensed
social
worker) with
extensive
experience in
leading
mindfulness
courses.

A 52%
reduction in
presenteeism on
the WPAI from
beginning to
end of the RT
program
translates to an
estimated peremployee cost
reduction of
$1846 due to
presenteeism.

Most
improvements
persisted up
to two months
after
completion of
the RT
program.

14.

Twelve
weeks postintervention,
participants
who
participated

15.

Cost of
intervention
unreported.

Provided with
guided meditation
CD, recommended
to listen for 20
minutes daily.

Health-promoting
behaviour: the
Health Promoting
Lifestyle Profile
(HPLP)
questionnaire.
Kemper
et al.,

Eight-weeks. 2.5hour group
mindfulness session
weekly.

Cognition: No
significant shortterm change.
All outcomes were
statistically
significantly
different from the
wait-list group.

Health care
professionals
(dietetics; medicine;
nursing; social
work; plus other
professions such as

Online Mind-Body
Skills (MBS) training
“(MBSR)”.

Course modules
were voluntary.
Participants engaged
in a median of 3 of
12 available

Online
programme.

Not reported.

Perceived stress:
Over 12 weeks as
graduate school and
residency began,
perceived stress
levels increased
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Mindfulness:
Cognitive and
Affective
Mindfulness Scale–
Revised (CAMS-R).
Self-compassion:
Neff’s selfcompassion scale.
Confidence: Calm,
Compassionate Care
Scale.
Resilience: Smith’s
Brief Resilience
Scale.
Empathy: Empathic
Concern Scale
(ECS) and the
Perspective-Taking
(PT) scale.
Compassion: Santa
Clara Brief
Compassion Scale.
Module
engagement: Online
web management
system.

dentistry,
occupational and
physical therapy,
public health, and
psychology). n =
103.

modules (3-12
hours).

among participants
not engaged in
MBS, but levels
were reduced among
participants engaged
in MBS.
Mindfulness:
Mindfulness
reduced in
participants not
engaged in MBS as
graduate school and
residency began,
whereas scores
increased in those
enrolled in MBS.

in MBS
showed
significantly
greater
improvements
in measures
of stress,
mindfulness,
and
confidence in
providing
calm,
compassionat
e care than in
participants
who did not.

Self-compassion:
Self-compassion
increased
significantly more
among those
engaged in MBS
than those who were
not.
Confidence:
Confidence
increased
significantly more
among those
engaged in MBS
than those who were
not.
Resilience: There
were no significant
differences between
MBS and others in
change in resilience.
Empathy: There
were no significant
differences between
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MBS and others in
change in empathy.
Compassion: There
were no significant
differences between
MBS and others in
change in
compassion.
Kinser et
al.
2016.(44)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Klatt et
al.,

USA

Pre-post
intervention
.

2015.(33)

Depressive
symptom severity:
Patient Health
Questionnaire
Stress: Perceived
Stress Questionnaire
Anxiety: State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory
Rumination:
Ruminative
Responses Scale.
Burnout: Maslach
Burnout InventoryHuman Services.
Resilience: 10-items
version of the
Connor-Davidson
Resiliency Scale
(CD-RISC).
Work engagement:
Utrecht Work
Engagement Scale
(UWES).
Breath count.
Participant rating
of MIM
components: Rating
on a 1 - 10 scale
with 10 being most
valued.

Healthcare
professionals/trainee
s from nursing,
dentistry, medicine,
pharmacy, social
work, mental health,
and clinical research
disciplines. n = 27.

Mindful-movement
based programme.

8-2 hour weekly
sessions.

Unclear,
author led.

Not reported.

ICU healthcare staff.
n = 34.

Modified
Mindfulness-based
intervention (MBI).

8 weeks. Onsite
location. Group
meeting. 1 hr/week,
plus one 2 hour
retreat.

The MIM
protocol was
developed by
a trained yoga
instructor
(Yoga
Alliance
Certified).

Not reported.

Homework: 20 min
of mindfulness
meditation via
CD/DVD.

Statistically
significant
reductions in
perceived stress,
anxiety,
and aspects of
burnout (emotional
exhaustion and
depersonalisation).
There was also a
trend in difference
in the personal
accomplishment
subscale of the MBI.
Resilience:
significant change in
intervention group.

Not reported.

13.

Not reported.

11.

Work engagement:
significant change in
intervention group.
). Most of the
change was induced
by an increase in the
vigour subscale.
Breath count: not
statistically
significant.
Participant rating
of Intervention
components:
Institutional support,
background music
and onsite location
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was highly valued
by participants.
Mache et
al.
2016a.(25
)

Germany
.

RCT.

Perceived stress:
Perceived Stress
Questionnaire
Job satisfaction:
Copenhagen
Psychosocial
Questionnaire
Resilience: Brief
Resilient Coping
Scale

Psychiatrists. n = 72.

Psychosocial skills
training
combined with
cognitive behavioural
and solution-focused
brief counselling.

12-1.5 hour weekly
sessions.

Psychotherapi
sts.

Unspecified.

Mache et
al.
2016b.(24
)

Germany
.

RCT.

Job Satisfaction:
Copenhagen
Psychosocial
Questionnaire
(COPSOQ)
Emotional
exhaustion:
Maslach Burnout
Inventory

At six-months
follow up all
significant
outcomes
were
maintained.

16.

At 6 months
follow up,
each of the
primary
outcomes
significantly
differed from
the control
group, with
the exception
of job
satisfaction.

17.

Improvements in
relationships with
patients also:
increase in ‘support’
& ‘depth’, decrease
in ‘conflict.

Self-Efficacy:
Questionnaire of
Self-Efficacy,
Optimism and
Pessimism
Relationships with
patients: Support,
Conflict and
Depth: Quality of
Relationship
Inventory
Perceived stress:
Perceived Stress
Questionnaire

Significant
reduction in
perceived job stress,
improvements in job
satisfaction,
resilience and
self-efficacy.

Junior
gynaecologists. n =
78.

Psychosocial skill
training.

12-1.5 hour weekly
sessions.

Occupational
health
psychologists.

Unspecified.

Significant
decrease in
perceived job stress
and emotional
exhaustion. Job
satisfaction and
increased coping
skills trended
positively towards
significance.
Significant
increased resilience.

Emotion
regulation:
Emotion
Regulation Skills
Questionnaire
Resilience: Brief
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Resilient Coping
Scale
Mache et
al.,
2015.(26)

Germany
.

RCT.

Job satisfaction:
Copenhagen
Psychosocial
Questionnaire
(COPSOQ)
.
Perceived stress:
Perceived Stress
Questionnaire.

Junior surgeons. n =
68.

A multicomponent
mental competency
and stress management
intervention.

Weekly sessions
(2hrs per session)
for 12 weeks.

Two qualified
psychologists
(cognitivebehavioural
and solutionfocussed
backgrounds).

Not reported.

Resilience:
Significant
improvement.

Resilience: Brief
Resilient Coping
Scale (BRCS).

Pre-post
intervention
.

Relaxation
Response:
Perceived Stress
Scale.
Stress Awareness:
The Positive and
Negative Affect
Schedule.
Adaptive
Strategies:
Perspective taking
subscale of the
Interpersonal
Reactivity Index
(IRI).
Optimism: Life
Orientation TestRevised.

16.

Data
collected two
months after
programme:
reduced
perceived
stress,
increased
perspective
taking. No
increase in
resilience was
reported.

11.

Optimism:
Significant
improvement.

Optimism: SelfEfficacy, Optimism,
and Pessimism Scale
(SWOP-K9).
USA.

At six-month
follow-up, the
intervention
group had
maintained
significant
improvement
on all
outcome
variables.

Self-efficacy:
Significant
improvement.

Self-efficacy: SelfEfficacy, Optimism,
and Pessimism Scale
(SWOP-K9).

Mehta et
al.,
2016.(34)

Job satisfaction:
Significant
improvement.
Perceived stress:
Significant
improvement.

Course evaluation:
Excellent

Multi-disciplinary
team of palliative
care clinicians
(physicians, nurse
practitioners, nurses
and social workers).
n = 15

The Relaxation
Response Resiliency
Program for palliative
care clinicians (3RPPCC).

Initial four-hour
introductory session
followed by four
two-hour education
sessions delivered in
a group format. The
sessions were held
every other week
over a period of two
months.

Physician.

Not reported.

The intervention
was feasible; all
participants attended
at least four of the
five sessions, and
there was no
attrition.
After the
intervention,
participants showed
reductions in
perceived stress and
improvements in
perspective taking.
No increase in
resilience.
Relaxation
Response:
Significant change.
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Global satisfaction
with life: Brief
Satisfaction with
Life Scale.

Stress Awareness:
No significant
change.
Adaptive
Strategies:
Significant change.

Resiliency: General
Self-Efficacy Scale.

Optimism: No
significant change.
Global satisfaction
with life: No
significant change.
Resiliency: No
significant change.

Pipe et
al.,
2011.(35)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Physical stress
symptoms/
psychological
health/ resilience/
emotional
competencies/
organisational
climate/ work
performance:
Personal and
Organisational
Quality Assessment‐
Revised.

Healthcare staff. n =
44.

A structured
educational
programme designed
to teach individuals to
recognise their stress
symptoms and to use
learned skills to
counteract the negative
effects of stress.

Two group sessions.
Session one: fivehour workshop.
Session two (three
weeks later): two
hour workshop.

A nurse
leadership
team.

Not reported.

Physical stress
symptoms:
Significant
improvement
observed.

Not reported.

11.

Psychological
health: Significant
improvement
observed.
Resilience:
Significant
improvement
observed.
Emotional
competencies:
Significant
improvement
observed.
Organisational
climate: Significant
improvement
observed.
Work
performance:
Significant
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improvement
observed.
Pliego et
al.,
2008.(36)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

No standardised
scales employed.
Technical
competence in
management of
patients.

Physicians
(obstetrics,
gynaecology, family
medicine). n = 23.

Obstetrical and
gynaecologic boot
camp simulation
training.

Not reported.

Simulation
technology.

Not reported.

Confidence in
taking a
management role.

Technical
competence in
management of
patients: Significant
improvement
reported for obs/gyn
residents only.

Not reported.

7.

Maintenance
effects were
found for
burnout
prevention
over 2.5
years.

9.

Confidence in
taking a
management role:
No significant
improvement
reported.

Stress hardiness.

Stress hardiness:
Significant
improvement
reported for
obstetrics and
gynaecology
residents only.
Rowe,
2000.(37)

USA.

RCT.

Hardiness:
Cognitive Hardiness
Scale which yields
scores for the three
dimensions of
hardiness:
Commitment,
Challenge, and
Perceived Control.
Anxiety: State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory.
Stress and health
risk behaviours:
Stress Assessment
Inventory.

Healthcare
professionals
working in a
hospital setting
(nursing,
hospital/clinical
staff
(laboratory/testing
specialists),
physicians/surgeons,
health
administrators,
psychologists/couns
ellors/social
workers, and health
educators). n = 113

A six-week stress
management/adaptive
coping training
programme.

One-weekly session
(90 minutes) for six
weeks, (with a onehour refresher
session at months 5,
11 and 17 for group
2).

Stress
management
instructor.

Not reported.

Hardiness: Not
reported.
Anxiety: Not
reported.
Stress: Not
reported.
Burnout: At months
2, 6, 12, 24, 21 the
experimental
conditions had
significantly lower
scores, in particular,
the experimental
condition which
received refresher
sessions.
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Burnout: Maslach
Burnout Inventory

Coping style: Not
reported.

Coping style: Ways
of Coping Scale.
Runyan
et al.
2016.(27)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Burnout: Maslach
Burnout Inventory

Family medicine
residents. n = 12.

Wellness programme
to cultivate
mindfulness and selfcompassion.

4-2hr weekly
sessions.

Behavioural
scientist.

Not reported.

Significant effects
for the mindfulness
subscale of the selfcompassion scale.
Trends towards
significance in other
measures of
wellness.

Not reported.

9.

Physicians, nurses
and psychosocial
staff in paediatric
oncology. n = 19.

Narrative medicine
training seminar.

6 weeks of 1 hour
weekly sessions.

Two faculty
members, an
internist with
literary
training and a
patient
advocate and
scholar of
illness
narratives.

Not reported.

Empathy:
Significant changes
in perspective
taking. Trend
toward significance
in empathic concern.

Not reported.

10.

Not reported.

10.

Self-Compassion:
Self Compassion
Scale
Stress: Perceived
Stress Scale

Sands et
al.,
2008.(42)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Empathy: Jefferson
Empathy Scale
Empathy:
Interpersonal
Reactivity Index
(IRI).
Work-related
stress: Stressor
Scale for Paediatric
Oncology Nurses
(SSPON).

Work-related
stress: Significant
increases in the level
of stress reflected by
‘Death without
grace’ and coworker
incompetence score.
Focus group reports
indicated that
teamwork and
resilience improved.

Schneide
r et al.,
2014.(45)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Life context.
Impacts of
coaching,
Coaching process.

Physicians. n = 11.

Individual coaching
sessions.

Participants
completed 3-8
sessions, over 7
months.
Initial 90-minute
‘discovery session’.
Follow-up sessions
30-60 minutes.

Coaches
completed the
Duke
Integrative
Health
Coaching
Professional
Training

Not reported.

Coaching helped
participants increase
resilience via skill
and awareness
development via: (1)
boundary setting and
prioritisation, (2)
self-compassion and
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Sharma
et al.,
2014.(38)

USA.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Resilience: Connor
Davidson Resilience
Scale.

Medical and nursing
faculty and senior
medical students. n
= 37.

Stress: Perceived
Stress Scale.

A self-directed Stress
Management and
Resiliency Training
(SMART) program
delivered using only
written material.

12 weeks.

Program.
(Two
physicians,
both
Paediatricians
, and, one
PhD Clinical
Psychologist.)
Bibliotherapy
(selfdirected).

self-care, and (3)
self- awareness.

Not reported.

Overall quality of
life: Linear Analog
Self-Assessment
Scale.

RCT.

Resilience: Connor
Davidson Resilience
Scale.
Stress: Perceived
Stress Scale.
Anxiety: Smith
Anxiety Scale.
Overall quality of
life: Linear Analog
Self-Assessment
Scale.
Fatigue: Visual
Analog Scale-

12.

Not reported.

13.

Overall quality of
life: A significant
improvement was
observed.

Mindfulness:
Mindful Attention
Awareness Scale.

USA.

Not reported.

Stress: A significant
improvement was
observed.
Anxiety: A
significant
improvement was
observed.

Anxiety: Smith
Anxiety Scale.

Sood et
al.,
2011.(39)

Resilience: A
significant
improvement was
observed.

Mindfulness: A
significant
improvement was
observed.
Physicians. n = 32.

A Stress Management
and Resilience
Training (SMART) the
SMART program,
adapted from
Attention and
Interpretation Therapy,
with brief structured
relaxation intervention
(paced breathing
meditation).
Participants were
taught to practice deep
breathing at five
breaths per minute for
5 or 15 min, once or

SMART program: A
single 90-min
session.
Paced breathing
meditation: 5-15
mins, once or twice
a day-Participants
were also offered an
optional 30–60minute follow-up
session.

Not reported.

Not reported.

Resilience: A
significant
improvement was
observed.
Stress: A significant
improvement was
observed.
Anxiety: A
significant
improvement was
observed.
Overall quality of
life: A significant
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Fatigue (VASFatigue).

twice a day. (Group
setting).

improvement was
observed.
Fatigue: No
significant
improvement was
observed.

Sood et
al.,
2014.(40)

USA.

RCT.

Stress: Perceived
Stress Scale.

Radiology
physicians. n = 26.

Overall quality of
life: Linear Analog
Self-Assessment
Scale.
Anxiety: Smith
Anxiety Scale.
Mindfulness:
Mindful Attention
Awareness Scale.
Resilience: Connor–
Davidson Resilience
Scale.

Wald et
al.,
2016.(41)

Israel.

Pre-post
intervention
.

Compassion
satisfaction/
Compassion
Fatigue/ Burnout/
Secondary
Traumatic Stress:
Professional Quality
of Life measure.
Understanding of
conceptual
definition of
resilience and
burnout.

Medical and nursing
faculty and senior
medical students. n
= 16.

A Stress Management
and Resilience
Training (SMART) the
SMART program,
adapted from
Attention and
Interpretation Therapy,
with brief structured
relaxation intervention
(paced breathing
meditation).
Participants were
taught to practice deep
breathing at five
breaths per minute for
5 or 15 min, once or
twice a day. (Group
setting).

SMART program: A
single 90-min
session.

Mind-body medicine
skills and interactive
reflective writing
(RW) workshop.

Two-hour
workshop.

Not reported.

Not reported.

Paced breathing
meditation: 5-15
mins, once or twice
a day. Participants
were also offered an
optional 30–60minute follow-up
session and two
follow-up phone
calls at weeks 4 and
8.

Stress: A significant
improvement was
observed.

Not reported.

16.

Not reported.

7.

Overall quality of
life: A significant
improvement was
observed.
Anxiety: A
significant
improvement was
observed.
Mindfulness: A
significant
improvement was
observed.
Resilience: No
significant
improvement was
observed.
Two
academic
professors
with expertise
in the field.

Not reported.

Compassion
satisfaction: Not
reported.
Compassion
Fatigue: Not
reported.
Burnout: Not
reported.
Secondary
Traumatic Stress:
Not reported.
Participants reported
better understanding
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of professional
burnout/resiliency
and felt better
prepared to use
meditation and
reflective writing as
coping tools.
Note: RCT – Randomised Controlled Trial, MBSR - Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction.
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Supplementary material 3. Cohen’s d effect size calculations for measures used in included studies.
Authors

Measures

Cohen’s d

Fortney et al (2013)

MBI

UTD

DASS-21

UTD

PSS

UTD

RS-14

UTD

SCBC

UTD

COPSOQ

-0.24

PSQ

0.34

BRCS

-0.36

SWOP-K9 (Self-efficacy)

-0.34

SWOP K-9 (Optimism)

-0.29

PSQ

0.41

COPSOQ

-0.33

BRCS

-0.4

SWOP-K9 (Self-efficacy)

-0.22

QRI (support)

UTD

QRI (conflict)

UTD

QRI (depth)

UTD

PSQ

1.27

MBI (Emotional exhaustion)

1.12

COPSOQ

-0.45

ERSQ (Comprehension subscale)

-0.62

ERSQ (Acceptance subscale)

-0.91

ERSQ (Self-support subscale)

-1.23

BRCS

-0.87

DASS-21

UTD

OBI

UTD

MIAS

UTD

CFQ

UTD

Mache et al (2015)

Mache et al (2016) (a)

Mache et al (2016) (b)

Goldhagen et al (2015)

Edrees et al (2016)

UTD
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Sood et al (2011)

Sood et al (2014)

Kemper et al (2015)

CD-RISC

-0.79

PSS

0.95

SAS

0.85

LASA

-0.32

VAS-Fatigue

0.08

PSS

0.82

LAFA

-0.1

SAS

0.97

MAAS

-0.93

CD-RISC

-0.25

PSS

UTD

CAMS-R

UTD

Neff’s self-compassion scale

UTD

Calm, compassionate care scale

UTD

Smith’s brief resilience scale

UTD

ECS

UTD

Santa Clara Brief Compassion Scale

UTD

Johnson et al (2015)

UTD

Kinser et al (2016)

PSS

0.47

PHQ9

0.26

STAI

0.73

RRS

0.03

MBI (Emotional exhaustion subscale)

0.52

MBI (Depersonalisation subscale)

0.42

MBI (Personal accomplishment subscale)

-0.2

Cognitive Fusion

0.54

Experiental Avoidance

0.29

BDI

0.64

PTSD Symptom checklist (total)

0.14

PTSD Symptom checklist (Reexperiencing)

0.34

PTSD Symptom checklist (Avoidance)

-0.04

PTSD Symptom checklist (Hyper-arousal)

0.29

MBI (Depersonalisation)

0.83

Gerhart et al (2016)
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Sharma et al (2014)

MBI (Emotional exhaustion)

0.7

CDRS

-0.68

MAAS

-0.74

PSS

0.95

SAS

0.91

LASS

-0.62

Wald et al (2016)

UTD

Schneider et al (2014)

UTD

Sands et al (2008)

IRI (Perspective talking)

-0.49

IRI (Fantasy)

-0.1

IRI (Empathic concern)

0.18

IRI (Personal distress)

0.41

SSPON (Co-worker incompetence)

-0.37

SSPON (System demands)

-0.32

SSPON (Knowing what is ahead)

-0.26

SSPON (Limits of care)

-0.08

SSPON (Emotional demands)

-0.42

SSPON (Death without grace)

-0.54

Self-compassion Scale (Total)

-0.6

Self-compassion Scale (Self-kindness)

-0.69

Self-compassion Scale (Self-judgement)

0.54

Self-compassion Scale (Common
humanities)
Self-compassion Scale (Isolation)

-0.41
-0.33

Self-compassion Scale (Mindfulness)

-0.84

Self-compassion Scale (Over-identified)

-0.35

MBI (Professional efficacy)

-0.34

MBI (Exhaustion)

0.25

MBI (Cynicism)

0.04

PSS

0.48

JES

-0.85

CHS

UTD

Anxiety

UTD

Stress

UTD

Runyan et al (2016)

Rowe (2000)
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Pliego et al (2008)

Pipe et al (2011)

MBI (Emotional exhaustion)

0.65

MBI (Depersonalisation)

0.25

MBI (Personal accomplishment)

0.74

Technical competency (shoulder dystocia,
PHH and ruptured ectopic pregnancy)

-2.61

Technical competency (neonatal
resuscitation)

-1.79

Perceived stress hardiness (shoulder
dystocia)

-2.44

Perceived stress hardiness (neonatal
resuscitation)

-1.79

Perceived stress hardiness (PHH)

-2.51

Perceived stress hardiness (ruptured
ectopic pregnancy)

-1.39

POQA-R (Positive outlook)

-1.09

POQA-R (Gratitude)

-0.95

POQA-R (Motivation)

-1.05

POQA-R (Calmness)

-1.46

POQA-R (Fatigue)

1.44

POQA-R (Anxiety)

1.24

POQA-R (Depression)

0.88

POQA-R (Anger management)

0.95

POQA-R (Resentfulness)

1.04

POQA-R (Stress symptoms)

1.28

POQA-R (Work attitude)

-0.03

POQA-R (Strategic understanding)

-0.13

POQA-R (Manager support)

-0.04

POQA-R (Goal clarity)

-0.5

POQA-R (Job challenge)

-0.12

POQA-R (Value of contribution)

-0.15

POQA-R (Freedom of expression)

-0.34

POQA-R (Work intensity)

-0.12

POQA-R (Productivity)

-0.1

POQA-R (Communication effectiveness)

-0.72

POQA-R (Confidence in the organisation)

-0.2
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Mehta et al (2016)

Klatt et al (2015)

POQA-R (Morale issues)

0.12

POQA-R (Time pressure)

1.08

POQA-R (Intention to quit)

0.33

POQA-R (Stress)

1.42

PSS

0.65

IRI (Perspective taking)

0.67

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(Positive Affect)
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(Negative affect)
Life Orientation Test-Revised

0.42

0.36

Brief Satisfaction with Life Scale

0.29

General Self-Efficacy Scale

0.3

CD-RISC

UTD

UWES

UTD

0.19

Note:
DASS-21: Depression Anxiety Stress Scale, 21-question version
PSS: The Perceived Stress Scale
PSQ: Perceived Stress Questionnaire
PHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire
STAI: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
SSPON: Stressor Scale for Paediatric Oncology Nurses
CD-RISC: Connor-Davidson Resiliency Scale
BRCS: Brief Resilient Coping Scale
SWOP-K9: Self-Efficacy, Optimism, and Pessimism Scale
PT: Perspective-Taking scale
IRI: Interpersonal Reactivity Index
RS-14: The 14-item Resilience Scale
SCBC: The Santa Clara Brief Compassion Scale
CAMS-R: Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness Scale–Revised
COPSOQ: Copenhagen Psychosocial Questionnaire
WPAI: GH: Workplace Productivity and Impairment General Health 49 questionnaire
UWES: Utrecht Work Engagement Scale
HPLP: The Health Promoting Lifestyle Profile questionnaire
ECS: Empathic Concern Scale
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